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Chapter 1 : "Jersey Boys" Swing Katie O'Toole: "You Just Need to Be On" - Daily Actor
Get yours at racedaydvl.com: racedaydvl.com Coverage on the sides and a stylish cinching option make these Rip
Curlâ„¢ surf shor.

Comedy Musical We hope this review was both interesting and useful. Please share it with family and friends
who would benefit from it as well. He worked at a barbershop when he was a kid, sweeping up and taking
notes. He, Tommy DeVito and another neighborhood wiseguy tried to pilfer a safe one time, with little
Francesco serving as a lookout and driver. But the safe was so big and heavy that it lifted the auto right off its
front wheels, and Francesco drove the thing into a store window. The judge let the kid off with a warning.
Tommy got six months. But he had other plans, and it seems those plans were shared. They figured Frankie
might go places, carried by those stop-in-your-tracks vocal chops of his and blast-you-to-the-wall falsetto.
Francesco Castelluccio might have been a passable barber and a horrible crook. It takes work and
perseverance, a little luck and a lot of help. The pieces, they all have to come together. And slowly they did for
Frankie. Tommy invited Frankie to join his band, which already included another Jersey boy, Nick Massi.
They named themselves The Four Seasons. They played small-time gigs. They signed a record contract as
backup singers. Drip by drip, the chances came. Then, in , The Four Seasons hit pay dirt with "Sherry," a song
that took all of 15 minutes to write and spent five weeks topping the charts. After more than a decade of work,
the lads from New Jersey made it big, it seems. In a way, it was just beginning. There was more work to be
done. Positive ElementsIt can take time to learn to walk like a man. And it takes members of The Four
Seasons longer than you might expectâ€”or want. As such, Jersey Boys can sometimes feel less like an
aspirational story of finding fame and more a cautionary tale of its perils. For Frankie, fame and philandering
take a devastating toll on his family. While Frankie is the voice of The Four Seasons, Tommy is its leader,
booking shows and handling the money. Spiritual ContentThere are subtle references to faith throughout this
saga, though its influence on behavior seems nearly negligible. Frankie attends a Catholic funeral. He and a
couple of other people break into a cathedral so they can sing and experience the acoustics. A nunâ€”shown
swigging some communion wineâ€”calls the police and has them escorted out. Bob tells Tommy that he was
rightâ€”"It is more fun with another person. The two flirt and kiss â€¦ and later get married. When asked how
old they are, two amorous girls coyly respond, "Separately or together? He does, it seems, later getting
intimate with a reporter named Lorraine. We see them in a hotel room together, Lorraine in bed in lingerie.
This resource offers reassuring, humorous, real-life anecdotes along with reliable information to help you with
this challenging task. Frankie takes a swing at Tommy. Folks threaten one another frequently, with varying
degrees of seriousness. Frankie smashes a coffee cup against a wall. Tommy cracks up a chair to make an
angry point. Crude or Profane LanguageMore than 40 f-words and nearly 30 s-words mar the movie if not
always the music. But practically everyone, it seems, drinks and smokes here. A great deal of the actionâ€”be
it song or conversationâ€”takes place in bars, nightclubs and parties. We see people down wine, champagne,
beer, whiskey and mixed drinks, and they puff on cigarettes and cigars. Years later, at age 17, Francine tries to
smoke a cigarette in front of her father â€¦ and Frankie takes them away from her. Other Negative
ElementsSome of the guys in the band Tommy in particular regularly get involved in small-time scams and
criminal activities. And all of them seem to have mob ties throughout their careers, with Frankie getting Gyp
DeCarlo to serve as a buffer between the band and a scary loan shark. Thus, underworld goons and henchmen
float about the periphery of the movie, sometimes helping Frankie get rid of rivals when it comes to wooing
women the heavies escort a gentleman out of a bar at one point or bring his wayward daughter back to the
fold. Tommy "fixes" bowling games and shows off a warehouse full of stolen merchandise. Tommy and Nick
both spend time in prison, treating their stays as old home weeks. Nick tells people that he once saw Tommy
urinate in a sink because it was closer. We see someone else urinate in a bathroom. Conclusion"Work hard,"
Gyp tells Frankie. The singer works hard to make it big. His dreams, at least the musical ones, are soon
realized. Frankie and Tommy both worked incredibly hard to make the band a success. We make choices in
this life, and each choice we make comes with a cost. Such is the magical lie of movies. The foul language
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they included here is the biggest drawback. Some of the sexual situations are more than just a little
discomforting. Moviemakers fiddle with popular source material at their peril. Yes, a moral cost for those who
see his work, but also the outright loss of those discerning moviegoers who never will.
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Chapter 2 : BWW Review: JERSEY BOYS, Bristol Hippodrome
The Navy Band performed some selections from the Jersey Boys; a hit jukebox musical that dramatized the formation,
success, and eventual break-up of the s rock 'n roll group, The Four Seasons.

One night, the group attempts a robbery of a safe, resulting in the police later arresting them. In court, Frankie
is let off with a warning, but Tommy is sentenced to six months in prison. After his release, Tommy reunites
with the group, and adds Frankie as lead singer. Frankie changes his professional name to Frankie Vally, and
then Frankie Valli. At a performance, Frankie is entranced by a woman named Mary Delgado. He takes her to
dinner, and they are soon married. The group, now called "The Four Lovers", is in need of a songwriter after
Nicky leaves. The band, having recorded several demos, attempts to attract interest, but has little success.
However, they quickly realize that it only allows them to perform back-up vocals for other acts. Crewe says
that the group does not have a distinctive image or sound yet. Inspired by a bowling alley sign, the band is
renamed "The Four Seasons," and they sing a new song Gaudio has written, " Sherry ", to Crewe, who agrees
to record it. Frankie goes to DeCarlo, who gets Waxman to allow the group to pay the debt, which turns out to
be considerably larger. Forced to tour constantly to pay the debt, the band hires a set of studio musicians, and
becomes Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons, with Gaudio now acting solely as songwriter and producer. Valli
learns from his now ex-wife, Mary, that his daughter, Francine, now a drug addict, has escaped from home.
Valli meets his estranged daughter and regrets not acting as a better father for her when she was growing up.
He also arranges for Gaudio to offer her singing lessons and for Crewe to cut a demo for her. Frankie and
Mary both grieve for their daughter. Gaudio composes a new number for Valli to sing, his first as a solo artist.
At first, Frankie is hesitant, as he is still in mourning, but eventually agrees. The band performs " Rag Doll "
onstage, their first performance together in over twenty years. The music fades as the four men take turns
addressing the audience. Tommy, in an ironic twist, now works for Joe Pesci, who has gone on to become an
Oscar -winning actor. Nick claims to have no regrets about leaving the group, enjoying the time he spends
with his family. Bob has retired to Nashville, Tennessee. Lastly, Frankie states that the best time he had during
his time with the Four Seasons was before their success, "when everything was still ahead of us and it was just
four guys singing under a street lamp.
Chapter 3 : Jersey Boys - Wikiquote
We just can't get enough of the innovative boys from Jersey who changed the face of music, the culture of a generation,
and stood the world on its ear. And for the first time, the public knows how high a price Frankie Valli paid in his journey
to bring his dream, his heart's passion to us; and the genius of prolific singer/songwriter Bob Gaudio.

Chapter 4 : Just like home! - Review of Jersey Boy's Pizza & Deli, Dillon, CO - TripAdvisor
Jersey Boys is a musical biography of the Four Seasons-the rise, the tough times and personal clashes, and the
ultimate triumph of a group of friends whose music became symbolic of a generation.

Chapter 5 : Just the best - Review of Jersey Boys, New York City, NY - TripAdvisor
This video is unavailable. Watch Queue Queue. Watch Queue Queue.

Chapter 6 : Jersey Boys () - IMDb
k Likes, Comments - Rotimi (@rotimimusic) on Instagram: "Just a Jersey boy living his dream ðŸ™•ðŸ•¾
#JeepMusicVol1 ðŸŽ§ #WantMore Video out now!".
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Chapter 7 : Jersey Boys - STFU Hollywood
Go behind the music and inside the story of Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons in the Tony AwardÂ®-winning true-life
musical phenomenon, JERSEY BOYS. From the streets of New Jersey to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, this is the
musical that's just too good to be true.

Chapter 8 : Jersey Boys () - Quotes - IMDb
Ricky qualified for that USC scholarship. All of our jerseys use top-notch stitching of the highest quality. They are
anti-wrinkle, breathable and eco-friendly.

Chapter 9 : Jersey Boys (film) - Wikipedia
Jersey Boys is a American musical drama film directed and produced by Clint Eastwood, based on the Tony
Award-winning jukebox musical of the same racedaydvl.com film tells the story of the musical group The Four Seasons.
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